Mammalian neural induction and brain pattern formation.
In summary, as I mentioned, I have long be focusing on the cerebellum. I first talked about the IP3 receptor in relation to the Purkinje cells. Ca2+ release through IP3 receptor regulates the fertilization, cell division, and dorso-ventral axis formation. It is also involved in learning and memory system. Gene called Zic is expressed in granule cells that make synaptic contact with Purkinje cells. Zic1 is one of the genes important in cerebellar pattern formation. Zic2 is essential in making our brain. Zic3 is important in the right and left axis formation. Purkinje cell and granule cell positioning are really nicely determined. But we now have two genes that determine the positioning, that may help to form a very nice and beautiful structure of the cerebellum. The principles and evidences obtained through the study of the cerebellum are found to be applied to other part of the brain, presumably because the cerebellum is phylogenetically old and plays an important information processing for motor movement.